
After six long and enduring weeks of creating our robot, we have finally arrived at
the moment we have been waiting for: competing! Our first district competition
was Deep Run where we planned to focus on getting the drive team comfortable
with driving the robot on the playing field. Our next district competition was at
Blacksburg, and we planed to gain all the points to move to District
Championships!
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Deep Run District Competition
  On March 1-3, Talon 540 proceeded to Deep Run High School to compete in their
first district competition. Deep Run, being the first district competition, was a
great experience for the entire team with our loud cheers and dedication to
maintaining and bettering our robot for each qualification round. We were able to
use this competition to work out the kinks in our robot in order to place cargo and
hatches effortlessly on the rocket and cargo ship.

      At the end of the qualification matches, we ranked 27 out of 37, where we
picked to join an alliance to compete in the finals. We were able to win the
quarterfinals and continue on to the semifinals. The first match of the semifinals
we had lost, but with energies high we were able to win the second match. Even
though tensions and excitement were through the roof, we were unable to defeat
the opponent’s alliance. Although we had lost in the semifinals, Deep Run created
a sense of confidence in us that we will carry with us into future competitions
through our cheers and excitement. 

      During the award ceremony, we received the Industrial Design Award, which is
given to the robot’s efficiency in accomplishing the challenge at hand which was
to place cargo and hatches on the rocket and cargo ship. Deep Run Deep Run was
a great start to the new competition season!



Blacksburg District Competition
During March 29-31, TALON 540 competed in our second district competition in
Blacksburg, Virginia! After the strong effort we put into the last competition, we
wanted to make sure we work even harder to get where we want to be. Using the
techniques learned in the Deep Run District Competition, in our alliance, we
focused more on placing the hatches onto the cargo ship before adding hatches to
the rocket or scoring points with cargo. Through our strategy, we placed 21st out
of 34 teams and moved on to quarterfinals! It was a close call, but we,
unfortunately, lost both of our quarterfinal rounds. Our alliance team, 1522 and
7886, worked very hard and we enjoyed having them by our side during this
competition!

Throughout the competition, like the Deep Run District Competition, we focused
on supporting our robot and drive team through loud cheers and encouraging
slogans. Our enthusiasm paid off and we received the Spirit Award for this
competition! In short, the Spirit Award is an award given to the team who
outshines others in terms of how they support each other on and off the playing
field. We are very thankful for this award and we would not have been able to
receive this without the help of our passionate team members in the stands. This
shows how the individuals in the crowd are just as important as the individuals
playing in the game!

And with confidence, we were notified that we would be moving on to the
Chesapeake District Championships held in George Mason University! With only
about a week for preparation, we will adjust our robot to make it the best it can
be! We can’t wait to see our fellow teams there!
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